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Product name: high shear emulsifying machine 

 

High shear disperse emulsion is efficient, rapid and uniform a phase or more of the 

phase distribution to another continuous phase, and in the usual case each phases 

are mutually insoluble. Due to the rotor is generated by high speed rotation high 

tangent speed and high frequency mechanical effect bring strong kinetic energy, so 

that immiscibility of solid phase、liquid phase and gas phase in the corresponding 

mature technology and right amount under the common function of additives, the 

instant uniform fine disperse emulsion, after high frequency move in circles, 

ultimately get the steady and high quality products. 

 

Intermittent type high shear work process: In the high speed rotating rotor produced 

under the function of centrifugal force, and the material from the work of the head 

and the up and down feeding area at the same time from axial suction work cavity 

strong centrifugal force will material from the radial swing rotor and stator narrow 

gap between the precision. At the same time by centrifugal extrusion, impact and so 

forth function force, make a preliminary material dispersed emulsion. After 

adjustment rotating rotor outer end produce at least 15m/s more line speed, the 

highest can to 40m/s, and the formation of strong machine and hydraulic force shear、

liquid layer friction、impact tear, make the material full dispersing、emulsifying、

uniform、crushing, at the same time through stator slot injection. Material constant 

high speed from radial injection, in the material itself and the walls of the container 

under the resistance change flow direction, at the same time in rotor region of the 

upper and lower under the action of axial force, again form the upper and lower two 

strong flipping out of flow. Material after several circulation, finally complete 

dispersing、emulsion、homogeneous process. 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 
 

      

 

High shear machine main use: 

Mix：syrup、shampoo、clean solution、juice concentrate、yogurt、desserts、mix 

milk products、printing ink. 

 

Emulsion：medicine lotion、ointment、face mask、emulsion flavor、oil-water emulsion、

emulsion asphalt、resin emulsion、wax emulsion and pesticide. 

 

Homogeneous：medicine lotion、ointment、face mask、tissue homogenate、dairy 

products homogeneous、fruit juice、printing ink and jam. 

  

 

 



 

 

 

Note: 

1)The flow in the table refers to the date tesed taking water as the medium. if the 

medium has high viscosity or consistency, pls use pipeline high shear dispersing 

emulsifier. 

 2)If there is high temperature, high pressure, flammable, explosive or corrosive 

condition.Must provide clear information related to accurate, correct selection of 

custom 

3)The data in the table is subject to change without notice, See the actual products 

for the right data. 

4)Emulsifying machine can't idle, must have at least material above the emulsifying 

machine head, need to rely on material lubrication. If idle, emulsification machine 

damage directly. 

BRH main technical parameter: 

型号 功率 KW 转速 rpm 处理量 L 

BRH90 1.5 

2800-2900 

5～50 

BRH 100 2.2 50～100 

BRH 120 4 100～300 

BRH 140 7.5 200～800 

BRH 160 11 300～1000 

BRH 180 18.5 500～1500 

BRH 200 22 

1400-1500 

800～2000 

BRH 220 30 1000～3000 

BRH 240 37 1500～5000 

BRH 系列高剪切分散乳化机样图:   

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GUANGZHOU HUNDOM MACHINERY EQUIPMENT CO., LTD 

 

Factory Add : No.3 Kejing road,Pingzhou Sanshan Instruct  

           Group Industrial Park,Nanhai District,Foshan City 

Store Add: No.1435,Guangzhou South Road, Guangzhou City  

Tel: 020-89081205  13826443008    Fax: 020- 89081215 

QQ: 800041999    E-mail :800041999@b.qq.com 

http://www.hundom.net 

 

 

Your patronage is Constant East Machinery Co., Ltd. greatest glory, 

thank you! 


